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Abstract 

A route in a network can be described as a sequence of nodes. Given a route, travellers need 
directions to follow it, which are preferably expressed as a sequence of instructions, as for 
instance, "face towards the tower" and "move along the river". This paper presents a method to 
find routes in a network with the property that they can be described by a simple sequence of 
instructions. The key problems that we need to solve are (1) how to attribute landmark 
information to the network and (2) how to find an optimal route. We approach the first problem 
by using landmarks as parts of instructions and mapping instructions to sets of edges in the 
network. The second problem can be solved by building an auxiliary graph such that a standard 
Dijkstra shortest path algorithm can be used to find optimal routes. Preliminary tests indicate 
that our approaches produce good results. 
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1. Navigating Networks 

Networks, consisting of nodes and edges, serve as a conceptual environment for navigation. 
They are not the only conceptual environment (see [RT04]), but clearly the most prominent 
one. Navigation is defined as coordinated and goal-directed route following through space 
[Mo05]. Accordingly, navigation on a network means to decide at each node what outgoing 
edge to take next and then to move along that edge to the next node. Nodes thus play the role 
of "decision points". Navigation on a network also means to recognise the goal when 
approaching it. For the purpose of this work, we assume that the goal of the journey is a node 
in the network. If we further assume a simple graph underlying the network, then the edge to 
take next is identified by the node it leads to. Consequently, a route corresponds to a sequence 
of nodes in the network. 

Finding a route that connects a given start node with a given target node is called route 
generation. Because there are typically many possible routes between the start and the target, 
route generation needs criteria for finding an optimal route. Typical criteria include shortest 
and fastest, but also "soft" criteria like fewest turns or most scenic are possible. If a traveller is 
new to an area, a route is only as good as it can be described. This indicates that there is 
another important "soft" criterion: the availability of a good route description. 

Our goal is to find routes for which there exists a simple and unambiguous description in 
terms of landmarks. Such a landmark-based approach to route generation has applications in 
pedestrian and automobile navigation, where it will complement more traditional sign-
following strategies. The inclusion of landmarks in the directions provided by navigation 
systems enhances comprehensibility and supports memorability by linking the network to the 
environment. 

In order to achieve our goal, we first examine the role of landmarks in route descriptions 
(Section 2). Then we propose a new way to link landmarks with the network (Section 3), 
which provides the information we need to find routes with simple descriptions (Section 4). 
Finally, we discuss first results and indicate open problems for further research (Section 5). 
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2. Landmarks and Route Descriptions 

Landmarks, as described by Lynch [Ly60], are visual points of reference that enhance the 
imageability of urban spaces. Specifically, landmarks are spatial objects in which observers 
do not enter, but rather use as reference from an external point of view. Typical examples of 
landmarks are towers, mountains, and monuments. For our purposes, we may simply assume 
that landmarks are spatially anchored objects that can easily and unambiguously be 
recognised by navigators. These two properties make landmarks useful for the description of 
routes. In many cases, however, landmarks are not point-like objects, but rather have a spatial 
extent (i.e., line or region). Route descriptions typically take advantage of these properties. 
The instruction “Along the river”, for instance, refers to a landmark that has a line-like spatial 
extent, which can be followed. Therefore, we explicitly allow landmarks to be line- and 
region-like objects. 

 

Figure 1 Two examples of typical landmarks (on the left the Kaiser Wilhelm 
Gedächtniskirche in Berlin and on the right a building that clearly contrasts with 
the environment in terms of colour). 

 

 

 

A route description is a sequence of instructions that guides travellers along a pre-computed 
route. In human navigation, many different elements may be elements of route descriptions, 
as for instance street names, references to landmarks, proximal and directional instructions, 
etc. Research results indicate that some elements are better suited to the task than others 
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[MD01]. In particular, street names are introduced and described less often than landmarks, 
which highlights the cognitive importance of landmarks over street names [TD03a, TD03b]. 

We call a route description landmark-based if it makes significant use of landmarks. An 
alternative to landmark-based route descriptions are network-based route descriptions, which 
basically exploit the geometry of the network to make statements such as "turn left" or "go 
straight for 3 blocks". Such instructions work fine for grid-like networks, but are much harder 
to apply in irregular network structures, such as medieval town configurations. Furthermore, 
using landmarks in route descriptions provides some fault tolerance, allows for (limited) re-
synchronisation, and is closer to human cognition. According to these considerations, a simple 
landmark-based route description might look as follows: 

Face toward the Eiffel Tower and walk along the Seine until you see the Arc 
de Triomphe on your left. 

This example applies three different landmarks (i.e., the Eiffel Tower, the river Seine, and the 
Arc de Triomphe). At the same time it refers to these landmarks in three different ways, 
namely face toward, walk along, and walk until. These references fall into two classes: those 
depending on the traveller's heading (e.g., walk along) and those independent of it (e.g., face 
toward). Heading-independent references to landmarks allow for more robust navigation, but 
often it is easier to find heading-dependent references for instructions. 

If we abstract away from nice wording, instructions are of the general form "move - relative 
to - landmark" and the set of possible route descriptions can be stated using formal grammar 
notation: 

description ::= { instruction } 
instruction ::= move_instr | stop_instr 
move_instr ::= "move" relative landmark 
stop_instr ::= "move" "until" landmark 
relative ::= "to" | "towards" | "past" | "along" | "across" | " through" | "around" 

Here, {A} means zero or more instances of A and the vertical bar means “or”. The spatial 
relatives towards, past, across, and through are usually heading-independent and the relatives 
along and around are heading-specific. This set of spatial relatives is arbitrarily extensible, 
which is necessary because a system for routing and route descriptions may use any set of 
relatives. The term "move" was chosen for its independence of any specific mode of 
transportation – it can be replaced by walk or ride or even drive. 
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3. Linking Landmark-based Instructions to the Network 

We need a way to attach landmark information to the underlying network. The primary 
problem is that landmarks are typically off the network and there are many different spatial 
relations between the network and the landmarks. We propose to cope with this problem by 
using complete instructions instead of individual landmarks, that is, we look at pairs (spatial 
relative, landmark) like "along the river" and not merely “the river”. The basic idea is that the 
landmark is used for both, the clear identification of a specific edge in the network from the 
navigator's point of view, as well as the action that is to be performed. 

This bundling of landmarks with their relations to the network solves only part of the 
problem, for in fact we have a triple relation between the network, the landmark, and the 
traveller en route. For example, suppose there is a T-junction where the bar of the T is parallel 
to a river (e.g. edges EB, AB, and BC in Figure 2). Then, an instruction of the form "move 
along the river" is useless if the traveller just arrived along the stem of the T. However, once 
the traveller is properly oriented, this instruction can keep him busy for a long distance until 
another instruction stops him. An instruction like "move across the bridge" is useful whenever 
the traveller is close to a bridge, irrespective of the current orientation. Instructions of this 
type do not depend on the navigator's orientation with respect to a particular edge, as the 
bridge can be seen from the current point of view and hence, the next edge can clearly be 
identified. 

These two scenarios indicate that an instruction identifies a set of edges in the network. That 
is, we translate textual instructions to sets of edges. The instruction "move across the bridge" 
translates to the set {BE,EB} and the instruction "move along the river" translates to the set 
{AB,BA,BC,CB,CD,DC}. An instruction thus is a pair (a,E) consisting of a text string a and a 
set of edges E. By this pairing, an instruction can be seen as a description of the visual 
environment. 
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Figure 2 A small network with nodes A,B,C,D,E,F, and three landmarks, a bridge, a river, 
and a building (left); to the right, the four instructions I="across bridge", 
J="along river", K="around building", and L="until bridge" are indicated. 
Indices a and b occur when an instruction is split into two. 
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Unfortunately, there are two problems with the mapping of the instructions to the network 
graph. First, in order to guarantee that the generated routes are unique, we require that any 
two edges of the same instruction never share a common source node. In other words, an edge 
e that belongs to the edge set E(I) of an instruction I has a unique successor e' in E(I)—if any. 
But this is not always the case. For example, the instruction "move along the river" from 
Figure 2 violates this requirement (it contains edges BA and BC, etc.). However, we can 
easily resolve this problem by splitting one instruction J into two instructions Ja and Jb with 
the same text string but disjoint edge sets that satisfy the required condition. 

The other complication is that the usability of some of the edges of an instruction depends on 
the traveller's orientation, which in turn is determined by the last traversed edge. We cope 
with this problem by marking each edge of an instruction as being either dependent or free 
(i.e., independent of the traveller's previous edge). 

More formally, an instruction I=(a,If,Id,c) consists of a text string a like "move along the 
river", a set of free edges If, a set of dependent edges Id, and an instruction cost c that encodes 
how cognitively demanding an instruction is. Either of the two sets may be empty but they 
must not overlap. Note that E(I) is the union of Id and If. To guarantee unique routes another 
condition must hold: the intersection E(I1) ∩ E(I2) of the edges of any two instructions I1 and 
I2 is a simple path. 
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This results in the following set of instructions for the example in Figure 2: 

• I = ("move across bridge", {BE,EB}, ∅, 1) 
• Ja = ("move along river", {AB}, {BC,CD}, 1) 
• Jb = ("move along river", {DC}, {CB, BA}, 1) 
• Ka = ("move around building", {FD}, {DC}, 1) 
• Kb = ("move around building", {CD}, {DF}, 1) 
• L = ("move until bridge", {AB,CB}, ∅, 1) 

Note how two of the textual instructions have been split to ensure that there are no two edges 
in an instruction that share a common source node. Instruction costs are all set to one. These 
instructions can be used to guide a traveller from F to E (around building, along river, until 
bridge, across bridge), but not from E to F, because there is no free edge in "along river" that 
can be joined once the traveller is at node E. We can now either resort to left/right instructions 
or accept that this specific point is difficult from a navigation point of view. 
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4. Generating Routes with Simple Descriptions 

Routing and route description are related in the sense that a route that cannot be described 
(and thus cannot be communicated) is not of much use to the traveller. Given a route 
description, its execution (i.e., following sequentially the instructions in the route description) 
either fails or results in an induced route. If this induced route equals the original route, then 
the route description is said to be valid. In order to get valid route descriptions, we must 
consider the complete route description (sequence of instructions) while generating the route 
(sequence of nodes); see also Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Relationship between routes and route descriptions. 

describe

execute

route description
sequence of instructions

route
sequence of nodes

 

 

Route execution is an iterative process. The following procedure describes, in our 
terminology of instructions and edges, what a human traveller would do. Given a start node s 
and a sequence of instructions (I1,I2,...,Ik), we set e to be the only free edge in I1 with source 
node s. Let Ii be the current instruction. We then proceed as follows: 

1. If e is one of the free edges of instruction Ii+1, continue with instruction Ii+1. 

2. If e is one of the dependent edges of instruction Ii+1 and there is a successor e' of e in 
Ii+1, append e' to the path, set e to e', and continue with instruction Ii+1. 

3. If e has no successor in instruction Ii , then either we have reached the goal (e leads to 
the goal node), or we can continue with a free edge of the next instruction Ii+1 starting 
from the tail of e. If none of these two cases is applicable the route description is not 
valid. 

4. Otherwise, there is a successor e' of e; append e' to the path, set e to e', and stick to 
instruction Ii. 
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This procedure implements the strategy to switch from one instruction to the next as soon as 
possible, which is consistent with the basic strategy to use information as soon as it becomes 
available. 

The route generation algorithm requires as input: 

• a directed graph representing the network, 
• a set of instructions, that is, tuples (s,If,Id,c), and 
• a source node s and a target node t 

In order to find a route with a valid route description, we construct an auxiliary graph based 
on the original network and the available instructions, such that a standard Dijkstra shortest 
path algorithm [Dij59] will produce a "shortest" route along with a valid route description. 
The route produced shall be "shortest", both, in distance and in terms of the number and types 
of instructions used to describe it. To achieve this goal, the types of instructions are weighted 
by the cost for an instruction c(I), which we assume we will have available. The basic idea of 
the auxiliary graph is to expand the nodes and add the edges of the instructions as additional 
edges to the auxiliary graph. 

More precisely, the auxiliary graph is denoted by G'=(V',E') with edge costs being pairs of 
non-negative real numbers. The first component of such a pair models the distance covered by 
the edge while the second component models the instruction cost. 

Each node v in the original graph G is replaced by a set of nodes, see the shaded boxes in 
Figure 4. First, for each node v in G there is a copy of v in G', see the bold square nodes in 
Figure 4. Second, for each instruction I that contains one of the incoming or outgoing edges of 
v there is a node vI in G', see the circular nodes in Figure 4. Third, G' contains a node se for 
each edge e of G, see the rectangles with rounded corners in Figure 4. This node makes it 
possible to switch on e from one instruction to another. 

Let e=(u,v)∈E be an edge in the original graph and let Ī denote the set of all instructions. We 
insert five types of edges in G'. In Figure 4, free edges of an instruction are marked by dashed 
line segments and dependent edges by dotted line segments. All edges are annotated by their 
costs. 

• Start edges. For each instruction I with e∈If we create in G' the edge (u,uI) with cost 
(0,c(I)). 

• Final edges. For each instruction I with e∈E(I) that does not contain an outgoing edge 
from v we introduce the edge (uI,u) with cost (0,0). 

• Instruction edges. For each instruction I with e∈E(I) we introduce the edge (uI,vI) with 
cost (c(e),0). 
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• Switch edges. For each instruction I with e∈E(I) we introduce the edge (uI,se) with 
cost (0,0). In addition, if e∈If we introduce the edge (se,vI) with cost (c(e),c(I)). 
Otherwise (if e∈Id), we introduce the edge (se,wI) with cost (c(e)+c(e'),c(I)) if there is 
an edge e'=(v,w)∈E(I). 

• Double-switch edges. For each edge e'=(v,w) in G with I(e')={I∈Ī | {e,e'} ⊆ E(I)} 
being not empty we introduce the edge (se,se') with cost (c(e), minI∈I(e') c(I)). 

 

Figure 4 A simple graph with four nodes and three instructions (left) and the 
corresponding auxiliary graph (right). 
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The auxiliary network has complexity O(∆⋅|E| + |Ī|), where ∆=maxv∈V deg(v) is the maximum 

degree of G and |Ī|=sumI∈Ī |E(I)|. It can be shown that valid route descriptions along with the 
induced routes correspond to paths in the auxiliary graph. Hence, we can apply a shortest-path 
algorithm like Dijkstra's algorithm to the auxiliary graph in order to compute the desired route 
description. The sequence of instructions that makes up the route description can be found by 
tracing the route in the auxiliary graph and adding instructions to the route description as they 
come up along the route. 

Applying Dijkstra's algorithm to the graph G' with edge costs being only the first component 
of c' yields the shortest route with respect to the original costs c among all routes with a valid 
route description. The source and target nodes for Dijkstra's algorithm in G' are the 
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corresponding copies of the source and target of the query in G. Analogously, the route with 
the best description can be determined when the edge costs equal the second component of c'. 
Using pairs as edge costs yields lexicographically first solutions: For example, if the first 
component of the pair denotes the instruction cost and the second one the original cost, among 
all routes with best description cost one with shortest distance is computed. 
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5. Discussion and Outlook 

In this paper, we propose a new approach to route generation that produces a description of 
the route along with the route itself. This is motivated by the observation that a route is only 
as good as it can be described. The route description produced consists of instructions that 
refer to landmarks, for it is known that landmarks are useful to travellers. The generation of 
the route and its description builds on the concept of instructions that in turn identify edges in 
the network. For any single instruction can guide the traveller along several edges, we have 
nicely implemented what is known as chunking (one piece of information identifies an 
extended "chunk" of a route) [KTH03]. Both, the use of landmarks and the form of chunking 
that emerges from our approach are known to correspond closely to human cognition and thus 
should be more easily usable than route descriptions that build on the network geometry 
alone. 

Research in wayfinding and navigation has shown that travellers are prepared to take 
suboptimal routes in terms of travel time if these routes are potentially easier to describe and 
to follow [SV86, SVW85]. Hence, it is not a problem if our routes are somewhat longer than 
the geometrically shortest route. We plan to extend the algorithm to another parameter as 
input that controls how much longer the generated route can be as compared to the shortest 
possible route. This will no longer lead to a unique optimal solution, but rather to a set of 
Pareto-optimal solutions. 

Other open questions remain, for example, is there a way to automatically deduce instructions 
and the associated cost and edge sets from surveying or other existing data? How well does 
the algorithm perform on large data sets? And finally, how do our route descriptions compare 
with route descriptions produced by humans? 
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